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Analysis shows conventional, organic enterprise net returns
By MICHAEL LANGEMEIER
(Editor’s note: Michael Langemeier
is the associate director of Purdue
University’s Center for Commercial
Agriculture. This article first appeared on the University of Illinois’
farmdoc Daily website on Oct. 1.)
Due to continued increases in demand for Certified Organic grains,
crop farmers that have transitioned
from conventional to certified organic
grains report higher net returns per
acre.
Despite this, Certified Organic
land accounts for less than 2 percent of
U.S. farmland, according to the 2017
U.S. Agricultural Census.
Information pertaining to the relative profitability of conventional and
organic production is often lacking.
This article uses FINBIN data from
2016 to 2020 to update comparisons
of crop yields, gross revenue, total
expense and net returns for conventional and organic alfalfa, corn, oats,
soybeans, and winter wheat.
The organic enterprise data represents farms that have already transitioned to organic production, and thus
do not include information pertaining
to the transition phase.
Crop Yields
Table 1 shows the average conventional and organic crop yields

for alfalfa, corn, oats, soybeans, and
winter wheat.
The ratio illustrated in the last
column of the table was computed by
dividing the organic crop yield by the
conventional crop yield.
Alfalfa and oats exhibited the
smallest differences in crop yields between conventional and organic crops.
The yield drags for corn, soybeans,
and winter wheat were 32 percent, 37
percent, and 53 percent, respectively.
Gross Revenue, Total Expense,
and Net Return to Land
Gross revenue, total expense, and
net return to land per unit for alfalfa,
corn, oats, soybeans, and winter wheat

are presented in Table 2 (on Page 10).
Gross revenue includes crop revenue, crop insurance indemnity payments, government payments, and
miscellaneous income.
Total expenses include all cash and
opportunity costs, other than those
associated with owned farmland.
Farmland costs included in the total expense reported in Table 2 were
comprised of cash rent, real estate
taxes, and interest, which would be
lower than the full opportunity cost
on owned land.
Just to give you some idea as to
how large this excluded cost may be,
you would need to add an estimated

$0.25 per bushel ($0.85 per bushel) to
the total expense for conventional corn
(conventional soybeans) if you wanted
to account for the full opportunity cost
on owned land.
Also, note that the per unit net
returns presented in Table 2 represent
a net return to land rather than an
economic profit.
Though conventional and organic
crops face different market phenomena, it is common to compare
conventional and organic crop prices.
Comparing organic to conventional
See ANALYSIS
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Three reasons you
belong with Farm Credit

The most common question I am
asked when talking with new members of Farm Credit is “How are you
different from the other ag lenders?”
This has always been an important discussion piece for me when
working with new and existing members of our association.
Our cooperative structure is truly
unique, and sets us apart from other
financial institutions.
The main purpose of a cooperative is to recognize the economic,
cultural and social needs of the organization’s members and its surrounding community.
Here at Farm Credit, we have a
strong commitment to our local community and a focus on strengthening
the areas we serve.
With October being National
Cooperative Month, I would like to
focus on three main benefits Farm
Credit provides to its borrowers:
• We are member-owned. Every
borrower of Farm Credit holds a
share of ownership within our association. As a member, you receive a
share of our profits at year-end based
on the association’s performance
throughout the year. This is called
“patronage.”
This program in turn lowers our
members’ cost of borrowing over the
life of their loans, serving as a winwin for our members and the associ-

CREDIT
CORNER
By SARAH WOROBEY
Loan Officer
MidAtlantic Farm Credit
ation overall.
If you look just at our numbers
from 2020, we distributed $54.5 million in cash to our membership.
This was not only a record for our
association, but something we were
very proud to be able to provide our
communities, especially during the
hardships that came along with the
pandemic.
• We are a part of your community. Not only do we live and work in
your neighborhood, we also participate in the same local events, charities, and community engagements as
our members.
From attending local fairs and
supporting customers’ families with
purchasing livestock from 4-H and
FFA students, to volunteering at
local food banks to make sure our
See WOROBEY
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Industries wrestling with supply chain bottlenecks
DENVER — The U.S. economy is
on a strong growth path and cash-rich
consumers are spending robustly on
both services and goods.
But while the U.S. economy is
running hot, it is still very much in
the grips of the pandemic.
Its negative influence, however,
has happened to steadily shifted from
curtailing demand to derailing supply
chains.
According to a new quarterly
report from CoBank’s Knowledge
Exchange, supply chains are arguably

Prices with
‘.99’ could
backfire on
sellers

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Setting
a price just below a round number
($39.99 instead of $40) may lead consumers into thinking a product is less
expensive than it really is -- but it can
sometimes backfire on sellers, a new
study shows.
Re se a rche r s fou nd t hat t h is
“just-below” pricing makes consumers less likely to upgrade to a more
expensive version of the product or
service, such as a bigger size or higher-end trim on a car.
The just-below price that makes a
product itself seem like a good bargain
also makes the leap to the premium
product seem too expensive, said
Junha Kim, lead author of the study
and doctoral student in marketing at
The Ohio State University’s Fisher
College of Business.
“Going from $19.99 to $25 may
seem like it will cost more than going
from $20 to $26, even though it is
actually less,” Kim said.
“Crossing that round number
threshold makes a big difference for
consumers.”
Kim conducted the study with
Joseph Goodman and Selin Malkoc,
both associate professors of marketing
at Ohio State.
Their research was published on
Aug. 26 in the Journal of Consumer
Research.
The threshold-crossing effect held
for everything from coffee and face
masks to streaming services to cars
and apartments in seven different
experiments, Goodman said.
“We found this effect works in
experiential categories, as well as
products. It replicated very consistently,” he said.
In one field study, the researchers
set up a coffee stand on the Ohio State
campus for two days, rotating the
prices regularly.
See PRICES
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in the most dire condition since the
start of the pandemic, as lead times for
manufacturing inputs recently reached
record highs.
Persistent supply chain disruptions
and labor shortages are adding significant costs to business operations,
and consumers will feel these effects
through higher prices for months to
come.
“Supply chain snarls are likely to
persist well into 2022, and so will
elevated inflation,” said Dan Kowalski, vice president of CoBank’s

Knowledge Exchange division. “The
latest producer price index data for
August was up 20 percent year-overyear, while the consumer price index
increased just 5.2 percent. So it’s clear
that many businesses are passing only
a small portion of those cost increases
on to the final consumer.
“We expect that will change in the
months ahead and many businesses
will raise prices.”
Rapidly rising input costs and product shortages are hitting agriculture
particularly hard, as ag commodity

prices have flattened and inflation
compresses margins.
However, robust exports have kept
much of agriculture in the black.
The USDA currently projects that
China will import $39 billion of U.S.
ag products in 2022, up from an estimated $37 billion in 2021.
While that forecast looks promising, success will be much more
dependent on prices remaining high
See SUPPLY

Making sure the
farm ends up in the
right hands.

Specializing in Estate Planning,
Estate Administation, Real Estate,
Land Use, Litigation and Family Law.
Arrange an appointment with one of
our attorneys.
Call 410-822-1122 or visit
www.parkercountslaw.com
Locations in Easton and Cambridge, Maryland
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Herbicide shortage: How to plan for ’22 growing season
By BILL JOHNSON, MARCELO
ZIMMER and BRYAN YOUNG
(Editor’s note: Bill Johnson,
Marcelo Zimmer and Bryan Young
are weed science experts at Purdue
University.)
There is a lot of speculation about
a herbicide shortage for the 2022
growing season, which will impact
weed management decisions starting
with fall applications.
The two main active ingredients
that we’re hearing about right now
are glyphosate (Roundup, others)
and glufosinate (Liberty, others),
both associated with an increase in
cost.
There will likely be limited supplies of other pesticide active ingredients as well, but in the short term,
a shortage of these two active ingredients poses some major challenges
for corn and soybean production.
As you search for alternatives to
these two herbicides you may have
already determined that weed control guides produced by Purdue University Extension and Industry will
become your most important tool for
planning your herbicide purchases
for many years to come.
First, what is causing the shortage?

Anticipated shortages of two active ingredients for corn and soybean production — glyphosate and glufosinate — pose some
major challenges for growers.
Photo courtesy Tom Campbell

There are several different factors
which are impacting this issue. In no
particular order, the reasons for the
herbicide shortage include a decline
in number of laborers to unload
tanker ships at gulf ports, lack of

WE’RE MORE THAN
CROP INSURANCE
Daisey insurance is a full service
LOCAL Insurance Agency offering
Life and Health Insurance
Medicare Benefits
Retirement, Employee Benefits,
Farm Insurance and of course
Crop Insurance!
You can trust us for all your
insurance needs!
We are licensed in Maryland,
Delaware and Virginia.

D

DAISEY INSURANCE INC.
8959 Fruitland Avenue Bridgeville, DE 19933

302-337-9400

Fax 302-337-9404 - harry.daiseyinsinc@comcast.net

truck transportation from the ports
to get the ingredients to U.S. formulation plants or formulated products
to the retailers, reduced supplies of
some of the inert ingredients of the
formulation, shortages of materials

to make containers and packaging,
and Hurricane Ida that damaged
a glyphosate production plant in

WASHINGTON — The USDA is
investing $10 million in a new initiative to sample, measure, and monitor
soil carbon on Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) acres to better
quantify the climate outcomes of the
program. CRP is an important tool in
the Nation’s fight to reduce the worst
impacts of climate change facing our
farmers, ranchers, and foresters. This
initiative will begin implementation in
fall 2021 with three partners. Today’s
announcement is part of a broader,
long-term soil carbon monitoring
effort across agricultural lands that
supports USDA’s commitment to deliver climate solutions to agricultural
producers and rural America through
voluntary, incentive-based solutions.
“These CRP Climate Change Mitigation Assessment Initiative projects
will survey, sample and measure the
climate benefits of land enrolled in
CRP conservation practice types
over time,” said Zach Ducheneaux,
Administrator of USDA’s Farm Service Agency. “This data will help
USDA better target CRP practices to
achieve continued climate wins across
environmentally sensitive lands while
strengthening our modeling and conservation planning resources for all
producers.”  
These models include the Daily

Century Model, or DayCent, which
simulates the movement of carbon
and nitrogen through agricultural
systems and informs the National
Greenhouse Gas Inventory. Data will
also be used to strengthen the COMET-Farm and COMET-Planner tools,
which enable producers to evaluate
potential carbon sequestration and
greenhouse gas emission reductions
based on specific management scenarios.
USDA partners will conduct soil
carbon sampling on three categories of
CRP practice types: perennial grass,
trees, and wetlands.
Perennial grasses: In consultation with USDA, Michigan State
University will sample and measure
soil carbon and bulk density of CRP
grasslands (including native grass
plantings, rangelands, and pollinator
habitat plantings) at an estimated 600
sites across the United States with a
focus in the central states during this
five-year project.
This information will be used
to model and compare the climate
benefits of CRP. Partners include the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, the
University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff,
Deveron, an agriculture technology
company, and Woods End Laboratories.

See PLAN
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of soil carbon monitoring
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Growers should learn to harness power of earns, turns
By DAVID KOHL
(Editor’s note: David Kohl is
Professor Emeritus of Agricultural
Finance and Small Business Management and Entrepreneurship in
the Department of Agricultural
and Applied Economics at Virginia
Tech.)
What separates the average from
the good or great when it comes to
bottom line profitability?
This question was the subject of

Worobey ...
Continued from Page 2

communities have food to take home
to their family.
MidAtlantic Farm Credit donated
$95,000 to local food banks in our
footprint during the 2020 COVID-19
pandemic.
We also awarded $100,000 in
scholarships to youth across our
footprint who are pursing degrees for
careers in agriculture.
Our employees volunteered more
than 2,000 hours of personal time to
their local communities, and donated
$6,700 of their own money back to
various charities and organizations
throughout 2020.
It truly is in our core to give back,
which is another aspect that makes
Farm Credit so unique.
• Our Board of Directors are your
local farmers and neighbors. Farm
Credit’s board members are our
biggest advocates when it comes to
promoting agriculture throughout
their communities.
They are your neighbors, friends,
4-H youth leaders — individuals
who also believe in the Farm Credit
system and hold the same values as
you and your family.
Our directors are an important
asset to the Association’s continued
success by determining patronage
distributions and programs that are
available to our members.
Throughout my years at Farm
Credit, I know I have asked my customers what they appreciate the most
about the association, and many of
them comment about the patronage
checks, but most importantly, they
value the relationships built here
through our cooperative.
To learn more about joining our
association to further your dreams
on the farm, visit mafc.com or call
888-339-3334.

Look for our
‘Ag Decisions’
supplement
on Nov. 16

discussion for a focus group of owners and managers who were about
to embark on a two-day strategic
planning session.
Let’s draw upon decades of engagement with an aspiring, proactive
mindset.
The first observation one can
glean is that there is a drive toward
operational efficiency and overall
margin.
Managers of highly profitable
businesses will drill down on the
overall cost of production and for

specific enterprises.
In an inflating environment, they
know the cost of production is a
moving target and break-even points
can quickly change overnight.
They will incorporate global,
regional, and local weather in decision-making.
Some managers in this group utilize technology to conduct predictive
analytics.
They know that information and
data can be used as a tool to bring
objectivity to the subjective aspects

of farming and ranching.
Speaking of financials, profitable
producers know the power of earns,
referring to margin, and turns, or
capital asset turnover.
Whether it is a farm or ranch
operating over multiple regions or
smaller more traditional operations,
generating positive margin combined
with the efficient use of assets is a
recipe for success.
See POWER
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For your
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protect your farm or ranch.
Aubrey Walker Jr
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3012494700
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Luling, La.
Regardless of the cause, it is also
important to consider herbicide
costs. We are hearing that glyphosate prices will be in excess of $80
per gallon. So, even if there is not a
shortage, you should plan your weed
control strategies for the next growing season to accommodate a limited
availability because of supply or
price of these two active ingredients.
It is important to point out that
the demand for glyphosate will be
considerably less in a conventional
till system then in a no-till system.
Glyphosate is arguably the most
important herbicide that facilitates
no-till crop production. It’s even
more important in systems where
cover crops are used and need to be
terminated before corn or soybean
planting. Therefore, one simple way
to reduce reliance on glyphosate is
to simply go back to using tillage for
fall and early spring weed control.
This practice will be very effective
for controlling the weeds emerged
at the time of tillage, but some
farm operations may not be set up
for the extra equipment, labor, and
fuel needed to do this on a widespread basis. In addition, replacing
burndown herbicides with tillage

Herbicide mixtures and application parameters will become even more important
when dealing with shortages of the most popular herbicides.

threatens soil conservation practices.
Glufosinate demand, on the other
hand, will not be impacted as much
by choice of tillage system since we
don’t use glufosinate in our fall or
spring burndown application, and
not much is used in corn. There is
some glufosinate used in delayed
burndown situations. However, we
mostly use glufosinate postemergence in soybeans after the crop

Photo courtesy Fred Whitford

and summer annual weeds have
emerged.
If you’re not interested in returning to widespread use of tillage,
keep in mind that you are looking
for ways to control winter annual
weeds before planting and control
grass weeds with other herbicides to
decrease reliance on glyphosate for
postemergence grass weed control. Secondly, regardless of tillage

CHOOSE A FINANCIAL
PARTNER WHO

UNDERSTANDS YOUR

UNIQUE CHALLENGES!
Shore United Bank has been proudly serving local
farm families for generations by providing
agricultural loans, operating accounts, equipment
loans, convenience services & more.

22
LOCATIONS

• MARYLAND
• DELAWARE
• VIRGINIA

Contact us today to see how our experienced
financial professionals can help you succeed!
ShoreUnitedBank.com | 877.758.1600

system, you want to build a solid
residual program as the backbone of
your weed control strategy to reduce
reliance on using glyphosate postemergence in the crops. In the next
section of this article, we will outline
some weed control considerations
based on the type of tillage system
you are in and the weeds to be controlled at different times of the year.
Fall Applied Herbicides for Winter Annuals on No-Till Ground
If you are a cover crop user, plant
high biomass producing covers that
include cereal rye for horseweed
suppression. Suppression of winter
annuals other than horseweed can be
somewhat variable, but we usually
have better results if biomass production is high in the fall. If legumes
are not planted with the cereal rye,
we can also use 2,4-D or dicamba
in the fall to control winter annual
broadleaf weeds that emerge before winter freeze up. Weed control
benefits from high biomass cover
crops can also be realized for the
2022 growing season as well. We
occasionally see some suppression
of waterhemp and annual grasses as
well with high biomass cover crops.
If you are not a cover crop user
and you use fall applied herbicides
for winter annuals, consider taking
out glyphosate and just using 2,4-D
+ dicamba mixtures this fall IF you
only have broadleaf weeds [chickweed, henbit/deadnettle, shepherd’s
purse, field pennycress, mustard
species, cressleaf groundsel, dandelion (which is a perennial), poison
hemlock (a biennial), etc.] in your
fields. If you have grass weeds
(annual bluegrass, Carolina foxtail,
false timothy, others), and they are
small and actively growing, you can
use reduced rates of glyphosate to
control the grasses and rely on 2,4-D
+ dicamba mixtures to control the
broadleaf weeds. Keep in mind that
if you mix reduced rates of glyphosate with 2,4-D, dicamba or both,
grass control can be compromised
(herbicide antagonism). So, make
those applications on a warm day
and be sure to add AMS to the mix
to minimize the risk of herbicide
antagonism. In addition, we have observed that the addition of saflufenacil (Sharpen, others), can help speed
the activity of glyphosate on some
annual grass species. Again, if you
are reducing the rate of glyphosate
to conserve your supply, adding a saflufenacil product might improve the
activity of glyphosate. Remember
to use MSO and a nitrogen source
with saflufenacil for optimum foliar
activity.
There are other active ingredients that provide some control or
suppression of winter annual grass
weeds and can be used in the fall,
such as paraquat, clethodim (Select,
others) and rimsulfuron (Resolve,
Basis, Crusher, others). These herbicides will be a bit more limited in
the spectrum of weeds controlled
compared to glyphosate. Therefore,
make sure to properly identify the
weeds present in the field and check
See PLAN
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if the weed species found are listed
on labels of these products. Paraquat
is commonly used with metribuzin
(Sencor, TriCor, others) and 2,4-D or
dicamba for fields going to soybean.
For fields going to corn paraquat +
simazine (Princep, others) + 2,4-D
or dicamba would be an effective
broadspectrum treatment. If you are
using a clethodim or rimsulfuron
product instead of paraquat, add 2,4D or dicamba to help with broadleaf
weeds.
Spring Applied Herbicides for
Winter Annuals and Early Emerging
Summer Annuals on No-Till Ground
For no-till corn acres, we have
to design a program to 1) control
the winter annual and early spring

Prices ...
Continued from Page 3

About half the time, they offered a
small coffee with a “just below” price
of 95 cents or a larger cup upgrade
for $1.20.
In order to choose the upgrade
option, customers had to cross that $1
round-number boundary.
Roughly every hour, they changed
the price of the small cup to $1 and
increased the price of the larger cup
by 5 cents to $1.25.
While the larger cup was now more
expensive than before, so was the
smaller cup.
Critically, both prices were on the
same side of the $1 boundary, which
the researchers predicted would make
customers more likely to choose the
upgrade.
How did customers respond? Well,
56% of them upgraded to the larger
cup when they didn’t have to cross the
round-number boundary to upgrade
($1 to 1.25).
But only 29 percent did when the
smaller cup was at the just-below price
of 95 cents and they had to cross the
$1 threshold for the larger cup.
“In other words, we sold more of
the large coffee when it was objectively more expensive than it was earlier
($1.25 versus $1.20),” Malkoc said. “It
was amazing how increasing prices
-- from a $1.20 to $1.25 — actually
increased sales. It is a testament to
how strong the effect was.”
The effect also worked for larger
purchases with multiple upgrade options, findings showed.
In one study in the lab, college
students were more likely to say they
would choose a more expensive car
and apartment option when the base
price was just above a round number
rather than just below.
That included scenarios where
participants had multiple upgrades to
choose from.
These findings fit in well with studies that have found threshold-crossing
effects in other parts of life, Kim said.
“Research has shown that going

7

summer annual weeds that have
emerged, 2) fit the crop being grown
that summer, and 3) factor in the
fairly long list of residual premixes
that might have some combination
of atrazine, isoxaflutole, mesotrione, rimsulfuron or thiencarbazone,
metribuzin, or saflufenacil in them.
All these herbicides have some foliar
activity on early spring weeds and
fit into a no-till burndown scenario. Isoxaflutole, rimsulfuron, and
thiencarbazone have foliar and
residual activity on grasses and will
control a few selected broadleaf
weeds. Metribuzin, saflufenacil, and
mesotrione have foliar and residual
activity on a key no-till weed, horseweed (aka marestail), and can also
help with waterhemp and Palmer
amaranth control. A group 15 herbicide (metolachlor, dimethenamid,
pyroxasulfone, acetochlor) is also
needed to form the backbone of the
soil residual grass and small seeded

broadleaf weed control program for
the season.
As we get closer to the 2022
growing season and start planning
for control of summer annual weeds
it will be important to assess your
supply of these active ingredients
and build the backbone of your weed
control program around full rates
of residual herbicides so you can
minimize reliance on postemergence
herbicides.
As mentioned in the introduction, there are many good references
available to help you determine
which residual herbicides best fit the
weed species you are battling.
Consult the weed response table
such as these to choose the best
product for each specific field.
If you can build a weed control
program that only requires one
postemergence treatment of glyphosate or glufosinate, and possibly at a
rate less than the maximum labeled

rate, that will allow you to stretch
glyphosate and glufosinate supplies
over more acres.
However, don’t fall into the trap
of thinking you only get one application of these herbicides so you
should wait for the last weed flush
before you spray.
With limited supply and increased costs, the best route is to use
a reasonable rate on small weeds
with the best adjuvant system and
application method possible.
Use residual herbicides to manage
other weed flushes.
Here are a few scenarios to
consider based on the problematic
weeds in a specific field.
Keep in mind we do not endorse
any specific product or company.
We are simply pointing out which
products, based on the active ingre-

across a state boundary makes a
destination seem farther away,” Kim
said. “It is crossing that threshold that
makes a difference. In our studies, the
round number is like the state boundary, magnifying the perception of a
difference in price.”
One reason that this effect works
so well is that people often don’t have
a good idea of what the “right” price
of a product or service should be,
Goodman explained.
So consumers look for some context to help understand if what they’re
buying is expensive or inexpensive.
“For many of the things we purchase, price is perceptual. We have a
feeling about whether the price is right
or not,” Goodman said.
“In our study, people often said an
upgrade purchase seemed less expensive when the base price was above
the round number, even though it was
objectively more expensive.”
There are some conditions where
the threshold-crossing effect doesn’t
happen. One is for small price differences on expensive items.
It also doesn’t work on people who
are familiar with prices for a product
or service — for example, those who
book hotels on a regular basis.
People who know prices well
aren’t affected because they don’t
rely on their perceptions, as many of
the participants in this research did,
Malkoc said.
“As consumers, we need to realize
that our perceptions are often flawed.
We need to rely on actual numbers and
not just our sense of what the numbers
are,” she said.
Introducing the VRT-A2 version
from Polish wheat into a UK bread
wheat cultivar led to higher grain
weight, size, and test weight (a measure of the density of the grain) but
did not increase yield in UK environments.
“Every day, each person on the
planet eats the grains of the equivalent
of 50 wheat plants,” said Cristobal
Uauy, a group leader at the John Innes
Centre. With a growing demand for
wheat, and against the backdrop of
climate change, it is urgent that we
increase wheat production sustainably.
As part of this effort, understanding

the genetic control of grain size and
weight is extremely relevant to deliver
genetic solutions.”
The experiments also revealed a
strong positive correlation between
VRT-A2 expression levels and the
magnitude of its effects on grain
length and floral organ size.
In Polish wheat, the VRT-A2 gene
carries a small rearrangement in its
first intron — a genetic sequence that
does not code for protein, but instead
is important for regulating the gene’s

expression.
The researchers suggest that this
rearrangement was caused by errors
in DNA repair following a double
strand break.
Next the research team aim to understand how the VRT-A2 expression
pattern is controlled by the sequence
rearrangement in the first intron of
the gene.
They also plan to identify the
dow nst rea m genes af fected by
VRT-A2 misexpression.

See PLAN
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dients they contain, would be a good
fit with the weed pressure we have
mentioned.
All the University Extension
weed control guides and most of the
guides written by the crop protection
industry have weed efficacy tables
in them to help the user determine
which products provide acceptable
control of the most common weeds
in the specific geographical area
covered by the guide.
Of course, these guides assume
all herbicide label recommendations
are followed for the application and
herbicide resistance in the weed population has been considered.
• Example 1. A no-till corn field
with lots of annual bluegrass or
Carolina foxtail, and summer annual
grass pressure.
If the grasses are 3 inches or less
in height, and you have a limited
supply of glyphosate, consider using
this combination for your burndown
treatment — Corvus or Revulin Q at
a full labeled rate.
The thiencarbazone plus isoxaflutole in Corvus or the rimsulfuron +
mesotrione in Revulin Q will control
small annual grasses. Add atrazine
(1 to 1.5 pound ai/A) and possibly a
group 15 herbicide to boost residual

broadleaf and grass weed control.
If you have some emerged
broadleaf weeds present when the
burndown treatment is made, add
saflufenacil, 2,4-D or dicamba to the
mixture.
For weeds that break through
the residual treatment, use a postemergence treatment of glufosinate
+ dicamba or glyphosate + dicamba
and add a 1/3 to 1/2 label rate of the
atrazine premix products that contains a group 15 herbicide to lengthen the window of residual weed
control in the crop.
We know many growers won’t
use glufosinate in corn since it
isn’t always clear what hybrids are
Liberty Link and they want to save
the glufosinate for soybeans. You
can also use Revulin Q, Realm Q,
Armezon, Armezon PRO, Impact
or Laudis for postemergence grass
control if glyphosate or glufosinate
is not available.
• Example 2. What if the field in
Example 1 will be planted to soybean, rather than corn and is also
infested with horseweed and waterhemp?
The good news here is that there
are several premixes available that
have metribuzin in them.
We have always observed better
activity out of paraquat by adding a
triazine herbicide to it and by simply
adding paraquat and 2,4-D to a
premix that has metribuzin in it, you
have a ready-made, broadspectrum

burndown and residual herbicide.
The soybean premixed products
that would fit this scenario include
Authority MTZ, Canopy, Dimetric Charged, Intimidator, Matador,
Boundary/Moccasin MTZ.
The second choice would be
to use clethodim for grasses plus
other herbicides to control broadleaf
weeds.
Clethodim can be used for
emerged grasses, but activity will
be slower in cool weather conditions
and can also be antagonized by other
components of the mixture (2,4-D,
dicamba, acetochlor).
Rimsulfuron can be used 30 days
or more before planting soybean and
may help with winter annual grasses,
providing some residual control of
summer annual grasses as well.
Use of rimsulfuron would be best
suited to STS or Bolt soybeans since
they will be more tolerant to rimsulfuron.
The postemergence weed control
program will be based on the soybean trait planted and the weeds that
break through the residual herbicide.
Adding a group #15 residual herbicide (metolachlor, dimethenamid,
pyroxasulfone, acetochlor) to the
postemergence application will be
the backbone of your small seeded
broadleaf and grass control program,
and reduce the need for a second
postemergence application later in
the growing season.
• Example 3. A no-till corn field

with no winter annual grasses, but
lots of horseweed (marestail), giant
ragweed, and lambsquarters have
started to emerge.
The field has a history of having some foxtail, fall panicum and
waterhemp, but the summer annual grasses and waterhemp don’t
emerge as early as the ragweed and
lambsquarters.
Use Acuron, Lumax/Lexar,
Resicore, or Verdict. Add saflufenacil (not needed with Verdict since
it contains saflufenacil), 2,4-D or
dicamba to each of them for additional foliar activity on broadleaf
weeds. Add atrazine to Resicore or
Verdict for additional residual control of broadleaf weeds.
If summer annual grass weeds
have emerged, add paraquat or a
pint/A of glyphosate to the mixture.
If saflufenacil is added to one of
the premixes that doesn’t contain
saflufenacil, add 20-30 gallons of
UAN (if corn has not emerged) and
MSO for burndown of small grasses and broadleaves. For weeds that
break through the residual treatment,
use glufosinate plus dicamba or glyphosate + dicamba and add a 1/3 to
1/2 label rate of the atrazine premix
product that contains a group 15
herbicide to lengthen the window of
residual weed control in the crop.
You can also use Revulin Q,
See PLAN
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MARBIDCO

Searching for farm financing?

MARBIDCO is now offering reduced interest rates for new loan
requests in four key lending programs. These programs include the
Maryland Resource Based Industry Financing Fund (offered
working in conjunction with commercial lenders), the Maryland
Vineyard/Hopyard/Orchard Planting Loan Fund, the Pandemic Recovery Equipment and Working Capital Fund Loan, and the Forestry Equipment and Working Capital Loan. Head over to our website
to learn more about these loan programs and how they can benefit
your farm or rural business.
For a loan application or more information, please visit the
MARBIDCO website at: www.marbidco.org,
or call 410-267-6807.
Maryland Agricultural and Resource-Based
Industry Development Corporation
1410 Forest Drive, Suite 21,
Annapolis, MD 21403

Whether in
sickness or in
health, be her
partner first.

If being a family caregiver has
changed your relationship, you’re
not alone. Keeping your loved one
in their home with the care they
need, while you maintain your
special bond, is possible with
specialized planning. We can help.

Contact our office at
302.628.4140 to learn more.
Planning today to protect your family’s tomorrow.
w w w. p w w l a w. c o m
Serving Delaware & Maryland Families
Virtually or In-Office

Supply ...
Continued from Page 3

as volume is likely to fall.
Grains, Farm Supply & Biofuels
Corn, soybean and wheat prices
declined from their third-quarter
highs, but will likely rebound due to
tight supplies and rising demand for
soybean and vegetable oils for use in
renewable diesel fuel.
The export picture remains cloudy
in the short-term as grain terminal
operations in the U.S. Gulf region are
just beginning to recover from Hurricane Ida and export volumes remain
depressed.
Ag retailers are benefitting from
strong demand for crop inputs resulting from above-average U.S. grain
prices and net farm income.
While harvest is far from conclusion, farm supply cooperatives should
experience a favorable fall agronomy
season, barring any extreme weather
events.
Skyrocketing fertilizer prices and
crop chemical shortages are two key
short-term risk factors for the ag retail
sector.
The U.S. fuel ethanol sector saw
mixed performance during the past
quarter as production fell but operating margins increased dramatically.
The regulatory environment remains dynamic and U.S. biofuel policy
continues to be an area of friction
between farmers, ethanol producers
and fossil fuel refineries.
Debate surrounding the Environmental Protection Agency’s proposed
renewable fuel standard blending
volume requirements continues.
Animal Protein & Dairy
Returning demand from the food
service sector led to extraordinary
strength in the U.S. meat and poultry
complexes throughout the summer.
While pent-up demand has been a
tailwind for the meat industry in recent months, the full effect of inflation
is expected to test consumers’ appetite
for meat during the fourth quarter.
Foreign demand for U.S. animal
protein has remained robust.
Combined U.S. exports of beef,
pork and chicken are forecasted to
reach record highs in 2021, increasing
3 percent over last year.
But inadequate labor availability
continues to dampen productivity
throughout the meat industry and is
expected to remain a concern throughout the supply chain into 2022.
Strong consumer demand for chicken breast meat and wings, combined
with improved export demand resulted

Look for our
‘Beating the Odds’
supplement
on Nov. 23
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in a continuation of historically low
ending stocks.
Freezer inventories of broiler meat
at the end of August were reported to
be down 3 percent from July, and 20%
below prior year.
Beyond labor, hatchability remains
a major constraint to chicken production growth. Weekly incubation rates
have been reported at 3-5 percent
higher than a year ago, yet harvest is
down 1 percent from last year.
The U.S. beef industry continues
to benefit from elevated domestic
demand and extraordinary foreign demand. U.S. beef exports are on pace to
hit record levels for 2021, with Korea
up 17 percent in volume through July,
and China up 137 percent compared
to 2020.
Per-head packer margins remain at
historic highs.
In August, the choice boxed beef
cutout valuation averaged $322/cwt.,
up nearly 50% compared with the
same period last year.
African Swine Fever continues to
add trepidation to the U.S. pork sector
outlook.
Roughly 27 percent of U.S. pork
is exported.
If ASF is found in U.S. hogs, it
could effectively shut down exports
overnight.
Meanwhile, pork prices and hog
values have responded favorably to
tight supplies.
Pork cutout prices are up 60 percent
from a year ago and are 40 percent
higher than the five-year average.

Nearby hog futures eclipsed $120/
cwt for the first time since 2015.
Rising feed and construction costs
halted the 11 month-long expansion of
the U.S. dairy herd last quarter while
record hot temperatures dented milk
cow productivity.
The U.S. cow herd dropped by
29,000 head over three consecutive
months into August.
Labor supply tightness has prompted dairy producers to evaluate purchases or leases of robotic milkers,
which have become more cost efficient with rising labor costs.
Despite the congestion in the global
supply chain, exporters continue to
move big volumes of U.S. dairy products, particularly milk powder and
cheese to Mexico and Asia.
Domestic demand for dairy products also remains resilient with the
return to school lifting f luid milk
demand, and the expanded cheese
processing industry’s demand for milk
is constant and growing.
Cotton, Rice & Specialty Crops
U.S. cotton prices have continued
their slow but steady climb over the
past 18 months, rising nearly 20 percent since the beginning of the year,
outpacing both corn and soybeans.
Texas is poised to post its second
largest crop in history.
Exports to China had been on a
torrid pace since the beginning of
2020 but have stalled over the past
two months. However, other markets
have picked up the slack as world mill
use has outpaced production for two
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years in a row.
Flood damage resulting from Hurricane Ida has reduced rice harvest
prospects on a crop that was already
set to be smaller year-over-year on
lower planted acreage as farmers
switched acres to corn and soybeans.
Concerns over flood damage lifted
rough rice futures late in the quarter.
Global rice supplies remain ample
and have dampened the outlook for
U.S. rice exports and prices.
Hurricane Ida also impacted Louisiana’s sugarcane region.
Crop damage was modest, but it
will likely take a small bite out of local
yields and extraction rates.
Louisiana provides about 20 percent of the total domestic sugar production.
The most consequential impact of
the hurricane is that it temporarily shut
down the sugar refining facilities in
New Orleans, adding another supply
chain problem for end-users.
Spot wholesale cane prices have
spiked to the mid-50 cent range, compared to the 2015-2019 average of 35
cents/lb.
California tree nut growers anticipate a smaller crop but sharply higher
prices.
I nt e n s e d r o u g ht c o n d it io n s
trimmed bearing acreage and yield
potential this growing season.
But the combination of an expanded global market, continued weakness
in the U.S. dollar and a smaller harvest
is widely anticipated to lift tree nut
prices in the marketing season ahead.

Guidance From A Financial Professional Can Make All
The Difference... No Matter Where Life Takes You!

TALLI OXNAM
LORA DAVIS

TOM SAXON
CHRIS PARKS

Wealth Management • Financial Planning
Retirement Planning
16 N. Washington Street
Easton, MD 21601
WyeFinancialPartners.com
410.763.8543

Securities and advisory services are offered through LPL
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products are offered through LPL or its licensed affiliates.
Shore United Bank and Wye Financial Partners are not
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Realm Q, Armezon, Armezon PRO,
Impact or Laudis for postemergence
grass control if glyphosate or glufosinate is not available.
• Example 4. What if the field in
Example 3 will be planted to soybean, rather than corn? In this field,
broadleaf weeds (winter and summer
annuals) and horseweed are the tar-

get with the burndown treatment.
So, start of by determining which
soybean trait will be planted. If it
is non-GMO or straight Roundup
Ready or Liberty Link, remember
that there will be a preplant interval
for 2,4-D or dicamba.
The interval for 2,4-D will be
shorter for these soybean traits. So, a
mixture of 2,4-D plus saflufenacil or
metribuzin for broadleaf weeds will
be the backbone of the burndown
program and all that is likely needed
for burndown if no grass weeds are
present.

As mentioned above, we will
want to build the weed control
program around a broadspectrum
residual herbicide, so simply adding 2,4-D to premixes that contain
saflufenacil (Verdict, Zidua Pro) or
metribuzin (Authority MTZ, Canopy
Blend, Intimidator, Kyber, Matador,
Boundary/Moccasin MTZ, Trivence,
or Panther Pro) makes the most
sense and would require a 7 to 30
day preplant interval depending on
the 2,4-D formulation and rate used.
If you planted Enlist beans, you
would use the same strategy, but no

preplant interval is required if you
use the 2,4-D choline (Enlist One)
product from Corteva.
If you plant Xtend soybeans, simply replace 2,4-D with an approved
dicamba product (Engenia, Xtendimax, or Tavium) and no preplant
interval is required for that trait.
The postemergence weed control
program will be based on the soybean trait planted and the weeds that
break through the residual herbicide.

markets for these crops.
It is also useful to examine differences in net returns per unit for each
crop (e.g., corn versus organic corn).
The largest differences in net return per unit occurred for corn and
organic corn, and for soybeans and
organic soybeans.
The difference in net returns per
unit between the two crop rotation
systems was very small for alfalfa.
It is important to note that the net
returns reported in Table 2 are on a

per-unit basis.
Given the differences in crop yields
between conventional and organic
crops, it is often more relevant to
examine differences in per acre net
returns than per-unit net returns.
The average difference in net returns to land between the organic and
conventional crops was $73 per acre.
The largest difference was $370
per acre for corn. The difference for
soybeans was $115 per acre, while the
difference for oats was $27 per acre.

The differences for alfalfa and
winter wheat were minus-$35 and minus-$112 per acre, indicating that the
conventional alfalfa and winter wheat
were more profitable than organic
alfalfa and winter wheat.
Difference in Net
Returns Among Farms
These results focus on differences
in average net return to land. Econo-

See PLAN
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Analysis ...
Continued from Page 2

gross return per unit reported in Table
2, the smallest ratio of organic to conventional gross return was for alfalfa
(1.28) and the largest ratio (2.39) was
for corn.
Organic oat and soybean prices
were approximately double their conventional counterparts, while organic
wheat price was approximately 1.75
times higher than conventional wheat
price.
It is important to note that these
price ratios represent five-year averages.
The price ratios for individual
crops vary from year to year.
For example, during the 2016 to
2020 period, the corn price ratio
ranged from 1.84 in 2020 to 2.74 in
2017.
Examining gross revenue and total
expense per unit for each enterprise
reported in Table 2, it is evident that
economic losses occurred for oats and
winter wheat grown conventionally,
and for winter wheat grown in an
organic rotation.
Economic profit was approximately zero (i.e., break-even level) for
conventional corn and organic oats.
The lack of profits for the organic
small grains has important implications for organic crop rotations.
Numerous organic crop rotations
include a small grain in the rotation.
Market opportunities for organic
small grains vary substantially by
region, and it can be difficult to find

See ANALYSIS
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Analysis ...
Continued from Page 10

mists have long pointed out the large
differences in financial performance
among farms.
To account for the differences
among farms, we used the FINBIN
database to examine net returns for
conventional and organic corn and
soybean enterprises.
Figure 1 presents the comparisons
among enterprise deciles (ten equal
groups) for conventional and organic
corn using 2016-20 FINBIN data.
Net return in this figure was computed by subtracting land expenses
from net return to land, and exclude
government payments, operator labor,
and a management charge.
The median net returns per acre for
conventional corn and organic corn
were $21 and $450, respectively.

Plan ...

Continued from Page 10

Adding a group #15 residual herbicide to the postemergence application will be the backbone of your
small seeded broadleaf and grass
control program and reduce the need
for a second postemergence application later in the growing season.
• Example 5. A field is planted to
multi specie mixture of cover crops
that contains cereal rye, (and to a
lesser extent annual rye) and other
species which include legumes and
brassicas.
The cover crops that will need to
be terminated prior to corn.
• Example 6. A field is planted to
multi specie mixture of cover crops
such as cereal rye, (and to a lesser
extent annual rye) and other species

Power ...
Continued from Page 5

The additional nickel and dime
gained from doing the extra tasks for
production and operational efficiency are compounded by the asset base
of land, labor and capital being fully
utilized.
The “bird poop” principle can be
applied during a quick walk around
of the business.
Assets that are accumulating bird
poop are often not fully utilized and
eliminating some of these underutilized assets can improve capital
efficiency.
Earns and Turns in Action
Multiplying the margin by the
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The difference in net return per
acre for the bottom and top deciles
was $511 for conventional corn and
$1,013 for organic corn.
Despite the larger median net return, it is important to note that there
were quite a few organic farms with
lower net returns for corn than their
conventional counterparts in the top
deciles.
Comparisons among enterprise
deciles for conventional and organic
soybeans are presented within Figure
2.
The median net returns using
FINBIN data for the 2016 to 2020
period for conventional soybeans and
organic soybeans were $88 and $278,
respectively.
The difference in net return per
acre for the bottom and top deciles
was $401 for conventional soybeans
and $938 organic soybeans.
Even though the median net return
for organic soybeans is higher than the
median net return for conventional

soybeans, the organic producers in
the lowest decile had lower net returns
than the conventional soybean producers in the lowest decile.
What can we make of the results in
Figures 1 and 2?
First, there is a larger difference
in net returns between the organic
producers than there is between the
conventional producers.
This result could be due to learning effects or the more complicated
rotations associated with organic crop
production.
Second, obtaining a boost in net
returns from organic soybean production appears to be much more difficult
than it is for organic corn.
This could be due to weed control
issues often encountered when producing organic soybeans.
The results in figures 1 and 2
stress the importance of examining
the sensitivity of budgeted net returns
for organic crops to changes in price,
yield, and cost assumptions before

transitioning acres.
Summary and Conclusions
This article compared crop yields,
gross revenue, total expense, and net
returns for conventional and organic
corn and soybeans. FINBIN data
(Center for Farm Financial Management, 2021) were used to make the
comparisons in this article.
Consistent with previous work,
organic corn and soybean enterprises
had lower crop yields, higher crop
prices and gross returns, and higher
net returns.
However, there was a much wider
difference in enterprise net returns
among organic corn and soybean
enterprises than there was among
conventional corn and soybean enterprises.
It is also important to note that
the difference in net return to land
for oats was relatively small, and that
conventional alfalfa and winter wheat
exhibited higher net return to land
than organic alfalfa and winter wheat.

which include legumes and brassicas.
The cover crops that will need to
be terminated prior to soybeans.
These are just a few examples of
some different scenarios to consider when building a weed control
program.
Keep in mind that the concern
isn’t just the limited supply of glyphosate and glufosinate, but the increase in cost, especially glyphosate
which may be 4 times the cost just
a few years ago, which makes other
herbicide options much more feasible
that you didn’t consider previously.
Other Tips
• Target using “regular” rates of
glyphosate to stretch supply. Instead
of using 32 or 44 ounces per acre
of a Roundup brand product, consider using the standard rate on the
label such as 22 ounces per acre for
Roundup PowerMax (Note: Roundup PowerMax3 will be launched

in 2022 and the standard rate is 20
ounces per acre; equivalent to 22
ounces per acre of the old R. PowerMax formulation).
• Identify glyphosate or glufosinate premixes that may be in greater
supply or at lower relative costs compared to solo glyphosate and glufosinate products.
• Failure is not an option for herbicide applications. Make sure you
optimize your herbicide applications

using the best methods (GPA, spray
nozzles, etc.), adjuvants, and minimal weed size for foliar applications.
• Substitute alternative corn post
herbicides that control grasses and
broadleaves, if they don’t include a
residual group 15 herbicide, add one
to the postemergence mixture.
• Cultivate if needed and/or possible.
• Hand weed escapes prior to the
weeds setting seed.

capital turnover rate equals the return on assets (ROA).
For example, if the margin is 10
percent and the capital turnover rate
is 0.50, meaning every two dollars of
assets generated one dollar of revenue, then the ROA is 5 percent.
If the margin improves to 15
percent and the capital turnover
rate increases to 0.60, then the ROA
increases to 9 percent.
The most profitable business
managers know that one needs to
exceed both the cost of borrowed
money, the inflation rate, and opportunity cost of alternative investments
to register financial success in the
long run and to build wealth.
This is particularly true in the
current inflationary environment
which impacts both capital investment and bottom-line margin.

Be sure to ‘like’
The Delmarva Farmer on Facebook

Let our 32 years of
experience work for you!

Serving VA,
NC, DE, MD,
PA & NJ
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